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MAKING ACQUISITIONS WORK

Financial engineering is dead and not a day too soon. While the public's attention has been

tuner' to raiders, hostile takeovers, and financial acquisitions, the great preponderance of

acquisitions in the United States, the United Kingdom, and almost ail the activity in Continental

Europe and Japan continues to be strategic in nature, generally amicable, and among firms and

management groups who neither seek publicity nor encourage it. i In the nineties the strategic

acquisition phenomenon appears increasingly broad based and global in scope.

The promise of strategic acquisitions continues as new industries enter their own

restructuring maelstrom, as many firms augment their competitive positions with new capabilities,

and as new competitors begin acquisition programs. Witness, for example the rapid change in

attitude of Japanese companies vis a vis acquisitions. For every company that restructures and

refocuses on what it considers its primary businesses, a buyer must be found to take the unwanted

activities. However, any such restructuring and paring will be worthwhile only if the divesters

have considered how they will renew their competitive positions which may again involve

acquisitions.

Behind this acquisition activity lies a history of experiences and research on acquisitions

that should caution managers. Study upon study from financial economists repeats the same

warning: although acquisitions may create value by reallocating resources to more productive uses,

buying company shareholders do not, on the average, seem to benefit. 2 Beyond paying too

much for benefits in the future, many of the synergies so clearly projected on paper remain

unrealized. A less visible, but equally pervasive problem is that irrespective of the value created

through some synergies, the integration process can also destroy value and threaten the existence

of the very capabilities that were the basis of the acquisition. Finally, many acquisitions do not

reach their potential because of the failure to create an atmosphere in which a fruitful exchange of

capabilities and learning can take place. While successful acquirers would point out that many of
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the benefits they ended up achieving were unknown at the time of the acquisition, many companies

are not capable of getting beyond the original script.

How to make acquisitions work is a crucial issue and one that has been relatively ignored by

academic researchers and the media alike. Why is it that some companies seem to handle

acquisition decisions well and others not? Why is it that some firms are able to provide direction to

integration efforts where others fail? This article draws on our vine collective years of research in

acquisitive firms from 11 countries and identifies key challenges in managing acquisitions and the

practices by which management teams can help acquisitions contribute to corporate renewal. (The

boxed insert provides a brief description of our studies.)

The primary message from our research is that success with acquisitions depends foremost

on a company's ability to handie the decision making and even more so the integration process.

Strategic fit considerations may detennine the potential value of an acquisition and organizational fit

considerations may determine the difficulty of realizing chose benefits. The actual value created

however flows directly from the company's capacity to manage the acquisition process. We

suggest that this capacity is something that can be developed and improved by a two-pronged

approach: One involves creating an acquisition context in which the firm's corporate development

strategy can be realized. The second is adopting a mindset that acknowledges and reinforces the

contributions that acquisitions can make to that strategy by bringing in new capabilities and

encouraging learning. Together this context and mindset allow the firm to address the challenges

inherent in an acquisitive strategy.

CHALLENGES OF AN ACOUISITIVE STRATEGY

Acquisitions have a unique potential to transform firms and to contribute to corporate

growth and renewal. They can be instrumental in renewing market positions at a speed not possible

through intemal development. Through acquisitions existing capabilities can be leveraged into

much more significant positions. Acquisitions can provide the ability to access the benefits from

combining assets and sharing capabilities in a way not obtainable through partnerships or alliances.
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More profoundly however, acquisitions can also bring into a firm new capabilities and ways of

thinking that challenge the existing order and offer new opportunities for growth and renewal.

Our research suggests that executives that choose to use acquisitions as a key component

of their firm's strategic growth and renewal face four common challenges:

• Ensuring that acquisitions support our firm's overall corporate development strateey.

• Developing a preacquisition decision making process where the "right" acquisition
opportunities are considered and that will result in (for any particular acquisition
candidate) a meaningful justification given limited information and the need for speed
and secrecy.

• Managing the post-acquisition integration process to create the value hoped for when the
acquisition was conceived.

• Fostering both acquisition-specific and broader organizational leaniing as a result of the
acquisition

Fit with strategv

Ensuring that acquisition decisions are consistent with strategy is difficult, no matter how

clear top management is about its current strategy or how disciplined a strategic planning process a

company has. Individual acquisition opportunities often call a firm's strategy into question as

much as they fit with it. The reciprocal and sometimes uncertain relationship relationship between

strategy and acquisitions is is illustrated by the way in which BASF's strategic and geographic

focus was affected by three different U.S. acquisition opportunities in 1985 totalling $1.3 billion.

One, the purchase of American Enka's Liber business from AKZO, was an extention of the

company's well-defined strategy of vertical integration. It provided a captive use for BASF's

American caprolactan feedstock facilities. The second acquisition, a bid for Inmont, the US paint

manufacturer, would bring BASF's Paints Division into the top three in the world market for

automotive paint. Yet, this acquisition however did not fall within the Paints Division's existing

strategy which had received approval for a more modest, largely European focus. The fact that

Inmont was for sale led the board of BASF to encourage its division not only to analyze Inmont

but also to revise the divisional ambition and strategy. The third acquisition, a bid for the
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Celanese advanced materials businesses, did not fit into any clearly defined strategy. Apart from

considerable R&D competencies, advanced materials was a field where BASF did not yet have

significant resources, and one where any strategic plan would be seen as fictitious given the

uncertainties involved. Ultimately this decision was based on the mangers' confidence in their

vision for the field of advanced composites and on their willingness to build up the capabilities to

become a significant player.

Most of the managers we interviewed were searching for an appropriate balance between

opportunism in acquisitions and the degree to which acquisition strategies could be pinned down

specifically enough for financial valuation. They were often at pains to reconcile their confidence in

the strategic logic of an acquisition and its demonstrable discounted cash flow. The need to

manage this relationship among the uncertainties associated with a firm's acquisition opportunities,

its strategy, and the need for results is a key challenge in an acquisitive strategy.

Oualitv of Acquisition Decision Making

Many of the managers we studied did not pause to consider how their acquisition decision

making process affected either their decision or ultimately the acquisition outcome itself.3

Acquisitions were often made because a manager or a small group of managers were able to

develop a justification for an acquisition opportunity which a sufficient number of influential

people were willing to endorse. We saw a great variety in the quality of these acquisition

justifications. In some situations the power of the strategic logic stood out clearly. In other

situations, the strategic brief sounded promising on the surface but it lacked depth on key specifics

including sources of benefits and a consideration of the risks and colts. Frequently it was clear

that, although many players in a firm agreed to buy, they all had very different motives for the

acquisition. The organizational requirements needed to realize the hoped for synergies were often

barely touched, let alone the path in rime that would lead there. In sum, mort of the discussion

revolved around the price issue.
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Why, with good advice and managers who want to succeed are acquisition justifications

often shallow and fictitious? Four problems stand oui First, decision making is often fragmented

among many groups, each covering ils own perspective with none taking a generalist's viewpoint

and a central focus on the business decision. A second is the difficulty tempering the momentum

that sets in towards making a deal. The forces that favor the deal are often stronger than the extra

hurdles put in place. A third is the fact that difference in motivations is no restraint on the

acquisition decision. To the contrary, as long as each key player can read his own preferences into

the acquisition justification he or she is likely to be supportive. Finally some acquisitions start on a

shallow footing because negotiators are loath to clarify differences of opinion, no matter how

important, agreeing to disagree on key points when there is an overwhelming urge to complete

negotiations.4

The challenge for managers is to set up a decision making process with several

characteristics: the business decision must be the central focus, supported by but not a prisoner to

the due diligence process that must take place. The momentum of the process must be regulated --

slowed down or speeded up as the case indicates. Motives among key actors need to be clarified

with time priorities for involvement and implementation set. Finally, ambiguities that could

threaten central aspects of the acquisition's purpose must be clarified.

Focus on Integration 

Almost any acquisition can be made to look good on paper. Yet no matter how attractive the

opportunity appears, value creation only happens after the acquisition when capabilities are

transferred and people from both organizations collaborate to realize the potentiel benefits or to

discover others. This collaboration relies on the grill and ability of managers in both organizations

to work together toward the new strategic task. All too often films forego the benefits of an

acquisition by either dictating adherence to a predetermined path or by avoiding changes in the

acquired company to minimize resistance and disruption. The key to integration is to enlist the

participation of the necessary people without compromising the strategic task.
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Synergies ultimately result from interactions between the people in both organizations. This

means that it is critical from day one to have people who can manage these interactions and are

empowered to do so. Those executives responsible for an acquisition must demonstrate how it can

improve the firm's competitive position and create value, e.g., sharing resources between the

firms, transferring skills among the business functions, improving the general management of the

company, or providing the firm with more muscle in its markets or with suppliers. Synergies

often occur at the middle management and operating levels, where the work actually gets done after

the two groups have corne together. These opportunities are often difficult to predict beforehand,

especially if those who will have to run the acquisition are not those who analyze and negotiate it.

The comments of a bank's senior planning officer point to this problem:

As soon as the acquisition looked like a "go," we quickly prepared a set of
synergy arguments for the board that made senne prima facie. It turned out that
none of these ever amounted to anything. The only ones that seemed to work
were those that carne from the operating guys.

To effectively bring about the transfer of capabilities and create those synergies, an

atmosphere conducive to such transfer must be created and an overall context needs to be set in

place. Many companies we saw focused too directly and immediately on the synergies. They

neglected creating the conditions that would allow both groups of managers to develop together a

reciprocal understanding of the other firm, a common task they would jointly pursue, and a

motivation that would allow people to take part in discovering and realizing the synergy potential.

The experiences of a marketing manager in a finance company recently acquired by a bank reflect

this progression of learning:

Immediately after the acquisition we didn't know what to think. They were
bigger and had more procedures than we did. So we resisted any offers to
help. After a while we learned that their procedures actually improved
efficiency, and we listened more. We were then able to see how we could
apply their very systematic approach to product development in our
situation.

Although it is tempting to develop a standard integration approach to deal with ail

acquisitions, important differences exist and tradeoffs must be made. Our research lias led to a

pragmatic framework for acquisition integration that focuses on two components. The first
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considers the strategic purpose around which the acquisition was justified and the integration needs

this purpose implies. M the same time, managers must acknowledge that the integration process

can destroy the capabilities that were the original reason for the acquisition. Thus managers must

be conscious of the organizational requirements for autonomy whenever maintaining a difference in

culture is central to achieving the acquisition's purpose.

Capacity for learning

The acquisitions we examined provided executives and their firms with unique (albeit

sometimes expensive) opportunities to learn as they were put in situations outside their regular

strategic, organizational, and cultural contexts. Two types of learning occurred. One type was

acquisition-specific and related to both how to handle acquisitions and which acquisitions not to

make. Some firms made an explicit effort to systematically identify what they had learned from

each acquisition. In others, each business manager began with a clean slate and was left to

individually develop experience or hasty generalizations drawn from limited exposure to or rumors

about what had actually happened in prior acquisitions. Costly acquisition failures became even

more costly when they were written off without the benefit of learning.

Acquisition successes that were achieved on the basis of near complete autonomy frequently

led to disastrous subsequent acquisitions as no learning had been achieved. For example, in the

1970's British Petroleum acquired a small, private UK detergent's company which remained quite

successful under the continued management of the prior owners. Based on this track record, BP

subsequently made a much larger acquisition of a Belgian producer of detergents. Petformance

problems soon made evident how limited BP's understanding of the industry had been at the time

of the acquisition. In contrast, BP's first acquisition in another unrelated area, nutrition, was not

as successful, as their initial foray into detergents. As a result, a BP manager was put in to tum

around the company in question. Based on this experience and the industry understanding derived

from it, the subsequent acquisition of a much larger feed business was highly successful. After a
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decade of nurturing, learning, and making other acquisitions to build the business, Nutrition was

announced in 1990 as one of the four legs of BP's corporate strategy.

At a broader level, acquisitions offer companies the opportunity to develop new insights

into their own strategic direction and to learn how to adapt their own organizational approach. We

were struck by the extent to which acquisitions could be at the origin of major strategic and

organizational adaptation in the acquiring organization. Some firms were hardly altered by the

acquisitions they made; in others, acquisitions led to major changes in the rest of the firm. For

example, die acquisition of the Beatrice Chemical companies in 1986 by ICI had several results.

It led to the restructuring of both ICI's own advanced materials and its specialty chemicals

businesses. More importantly, it also led to the institutionalization of an ICI-specific approach to

handling acquisition teams and interface management. h also provided a symbolic example of die

'new' ICI that the then Chairman John Harvey-Jones was trying to shape.

BUILDING ACQUISITION CAPABILITY

The problems firms experience in meeting these acquisition challenges are not primarily

due to the failings of individuals or to a lack of analytical insight into what should be done. Instead

our research suggests that their roots are to be found in the organizational process by which

managers tackle those issues. Typically the process by which fimis make acquisition decisions

and the organizational used in integration were not developed for making decisions about

acquisitions in the first place. They were created to deal with much simpler and more malleable

internai investment decisions. Acquisitions are a severe test of a firm's organizational capabilities

and many firms do not achieve a passing grade.

A common orientation characterizes the firms we studied that were able to successfully

manage an acquisitive strategy. This orientation addresses the four challenges we identified above

and provides a foundation to deal with unforeseen occurrences. It includes;

• a context for acquisition decision making that allows the firm's strategic agenda to drive
the decision making process and
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• an mindset that grounds corporate success in the firm's capabilities and how they are
applied

Context For Acquisition Decision Making

Making acquisition decisions is never easy -- there are always uncertainties. To manage

acquisitive strategies firms need to develop a context for acquisition decision maldng that will result

in a meaningful acquisition justification despite the uncertainties, pressures, and limitations

inherent in the acquisition process. Such a context has to both insure that the firms strategic

agenda drives the generation of acquisition opportunities and the evaluation process. Yet at the

same time it has to be flexible to adapt to the opportunistic nature of how companies become for

sale and to the inevitable adjustments in strategy that are called for because companies do not corne

exactly in the shape one wants. In this context the firm's strategic agenda drives the decision

making process and adjustments in the process are made for the unique nature of acquisitions.

A sound acquisition decision process is grounded in a business unit's strategy. It begins

with and depends a great deal on the degree to which the business planning process shapes a

common understanding of not only how acquisitions can contribute to the business strategy but

also the nature and size of the acquisitions each division is encouraged to pursue. In too many

firms business planning and acquisition thinking are divorced from each other. Beyond individual

businesses, the corporate acquisition function in larger films serves the important role of

stùnulating proactive thinking among the businesses, clearing acquisition leads, and providing an

established, legitimate source of questioning everything. Because it is operating-oriented, it can

bring support and professionalism to the acquisition process which ultimately should remain firmly

an operating responsibility. Because of its permanent and broad exposure, it becomes a repository

for acquisition learning.

The context is also supported by an acquisition team for each acquisition. Members in such

a team must see their role as contributing to the tradeoffs involved in a business judgment, rather

than guarding the interests of their particular functions. Such a team will know the business well
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enough to ask the critical questions. Moreover, at least some of the team know they will be

involved in the postmerger phase so that risks are more likely to be surfaced and organizational

realities and other soft but important issues of implementation are more likely to be addressed.

Perhaps the most important factor shaping the context is the way in which the interface

between the two firms is managed. Paramount here is the choice of the people who work with the

acquired company to bring about the benefits. How they are selected, how they are supported, and

how they conceive of their role and exercise are essential for the acquisition success because value

is only created when capabilities can be transferred between the firms.

Mindset 

Beyond the organizational routines which provide the context to deal with acquisition

decisions adequately, a firm's ability to manage an acquisitive strategy foremost depends on a

managerial mindset (beginning at the top) that involves understanding how capabilities contribute

to success, the importance of leadership in creating a new vision, and encouraging learning

throughout the firm.

Adopting a capabilities-based perspective on corporate success is the most basic aspect of

the corporate mindset required to support an acquisitive strategy. In this perspective a firm's

competitive advantage is seen as coming from the application of its capabilities. 5 The usefulness

of existing capabilities continually atrophies because of competition, technological change,

changing customer needs, etc. Thus, management must continually identify those capabilities that

are required to build competitive advantage for the future and judge the potential of prospective

acquisitions on the basis of their ability to contribute new capabilities to improve the firm's

competitive position. Beyond identifying capabilities, effective acquisitive managers in the firms

we studied Iearned where and how important capabilities were embedded in acquired firms and

protected these capabilities when necessary to insure that the reason for the acquisition was not

destroyed in the integration process.
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Accompanying this capabilities-based perspective is an acknowledgement of the importance

and impact of the acquisition process itself on success. Management must develop a decision

making process to support the strategy and carefully manage the interactions between the two firms

during integration to balance planned changes with quick adaptation to opportunities that arise.

Developing a Vision. The willingness to exert leadership to develop a new vision for the

combined frais is another aspect of this orientation. In many of the acquisitions we studied top

managements attention tended to peak at the time of the agreement. They then moved on to other

pressing matters leaving integration to lower-level operating managers. The experience of an

executive from a financial services firm merger reflects the problems created by this senior

management detachment and delegation:

The chairman and president brought the top 10 people from both firms together
and told us that we had a lot of potential if we could merge product lines and use
each other's systems. They then told us that although there would be some start-
up colts, they were confident that synergies would more than outweigh these
and that we shouldn't have a performance dip. They then left the room and the
two sides sat staring at each other wondering why we were there and how we
were going to make it work.

Leadership from the top to develop a broad vision for the combined firms that

accommodates the acquisition's purpose as well as the respective needs of the two, previously

independent firms, is crucial. Without this, managers and employees in the combined firms retreat

to their former, more familiar behaviors. This retreat creates organizational disruptions among the

people who must act together to make the acquisition work. With such a vision, people from both

firms can begin to understand and embrace the acquisition's purpose and see their role in

Without it there is no comprehensive way to achieve buy-in among the acquired firm's managers

who are inevitably uncertain and often depressed about their future prospects. Nor is there a

mechanism to reinforce for one's own managers how they too will have to change.

A well articulated vision not only serves to remobilize and change the behavior of the

managers involved, it also is a key ingredient in achieving the required flexibility and realism in the

integration approach. No matter how careful the pre-acquisition analysis, reality is always
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different. Time and again we encountered the seeming paradox that Chose acquisitions that were

underpinned by the strongest visions were able to better adapt to the unforeseen. Agreement on an

overriding priority made it easier to revise initial expectations and to agree on a new course to

preserve the strategic objective while preserving reality. In contrast in more opportunistic

acquisitions without a broader vision, managers held on strongly to the original script which was

usually a numerical piece of fiction. Without a clearly shared vision of what the acquisition is

about, it is much harder to depart from the details of promised synergies in order to deal with

reality instead of retreating to the estimates and fiction embedded in the original justification.

Encouraging learning Firms with an acquisitive strategy encourage several types of

learning. This includes learning which acquisitions to make (or not make), learning how to make

them, leaming about the acquired business, and incorporating learning into the acquiring firm's

own organization.

A candid, detached evaluation of acquisition experiences is often difficult in firms. Few

decisions equal acquisitions in their likelihood to become the labels attached to a manager's career.

As a result, the retroactive interpretation of acquisition events may serve the political ends of

protecting some managers' careers or of attaching a stigma to others. Nevertheless the legacy of an

acquisition matters, as it becomes the basis for justifying or influencing future acquisition

decisions.

Companies differ in their ability to interpret meaningfully and learn from their acquisition

experiences. Moreover, based on similar experiences, they may draw very different conclusions

from their failures. In some firms we studied, introspection following an acquisition led to a

commitment to augment the organization's capability to improve both the decision making and

integration processes and do better next time. In other companies each bad experience seemed to

reduce the willingness to undertake in the future the type of acquisition in question. While reducing

the chances of similar acquisition failures in the future, this attitude of course also implies that

important strategic options are foregone.
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The role of acquisitions in business learning is not limited to improving the decision

making process or exploring new domains. A real test is how much can be learned from the

acquired firm, even when they are in the same business or close to it. Mediocre acquirers we

studied acknowledged an the outstanding features of an acquisition candidate to support the

justification but ignored them during integration. Successful acquirers fostered a two-way learning

process that involved adopting the best practices from both firms.

The most enduring payoffs from acquisitions we observed were in the leaming that accrued

in the acquiring firm as its own organizational capabilities and strategic position were transformed.

This transition depended on the extent to which managers were open to the acquired capabilities

and were able to leverage them in their own organizations. A good example of this was the

acquisition by Electrolux of the lossmaking Italian white goods manufacturer Zanussi. Electrolux

did not let the apparent weakness of Zanussi, nor its own urge to realize some hard rationalization

benefits corne in the way of using this acquisition to review and restructure its whole European

strategy and organization. The new Electrolux relies prominently on the component capability

acquired with Zanussi, on the Italian company's expertise and position in "wet products" such as

dishwashers and washing machines, and on the product development and design capability which

Zanussi could bring to the more manufacturing-oriented Swedish producer. As the white goods

industry moves beyond its acquisitive restructuring, component capability and product innovation

may well be the key success factors to withstand the onslaught of international competition.

In experienced acquirers like Electrolux, integration does not necessarily mean "making

them like us." Instead acquiring firms keep in mind the underlying complementarity in capabilities

and are able to give these capabilities a prominent role after the integration. Ultimately die

companies that derived the most learning from acquisitions were those in which organizational

change had become an accepted part of the organizational culture.
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SUMMARY 

The experienced firms that we studied did not develop their ability to manage an acquisitive

strategy overnight. Instead it was the result of hard-won learning based on often dismal early

acquisition track records with quite a few resulting skeletons in the closet. Many of these

companies had gone through a period of major diversification at the corporate level, followed by

another period of pruning, if not dramatic refocusing. The fact that many of their early acquisitions

had subsequently been divested did not imply that fewer new acquisitions were made. To the

contrary, the same firms were often most active in both acquisitions and divestments as the

continuing work of repositioning and renewal implies both activities.6

The perspective we encourage puts strategic, financial, and organizational considerations

of acquisitions into the context of the decision making and integration processes through which they

are developed and by which their success or failure is determined. We believe that both caution and

encouragement are called for. Caution is required, because making successful acquisitions is much

more complex than managers assume before they begin. Behind the financial aspects of the deal

lurk complex strategic questions and even more challenging organizational tasks. Encouragement is

warranted because the payoffs may be high for management teams that can learn from their own

experiences and from the experience of others about how to better manage the acquisition process.

The decisions top management makes about the role of acquisitions must come from

juxtaposing competitive pressures and opportunities on the one hand and the organizational

repertoire which shapes these options on the other hand. In a world where corporate-level and

business-level competitiveness is derived from building and renewing a set of capabilities that will

yield a competitive advantage, building fundamental corporate capabilities to manage an acquisitive

strategy is an important responsibility of senior management.

Acquisitions are a revealing litmus test that highlight the quality of leadership and decision

making in a company. We hope that the perspective offered here will be a catalyst for managers to

consider their firms' corporate renewal needs and how acquisitions can be successfully managed to

contribute to that renewal.
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The Research Base

The insights in this article are derived from the merger of multi-year, in-depth field studies

by both authors involving over 300 interviews in 20 firms. In total the authors studied acquisitions

in eleven countries: Belgium, Finland, France, Italy, Germany, Great Britain, Japan, the

Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden, and the United States.

Jemison conducted two distinct studies on acquisitions. In a first study carried out in 1983-

1984, a broad range of experienced acquirers were interviewed to develop an understanding of the

acquisition decision process and the problems involved. (See D. Jemison and S. Sitkin,

"Acquisitions: the Process Can be a Problem," Harvard Business Review, March-April 1986). In

a subsequent study (1984-1986) the integration process was explored in-depth in a field study of

seven related-business acquisitions. This study led to a capabilities-based perspective of

acquisition integration and a diagnosis of the common integration problems that limited the creation

of an atmosphere conducive to capability transfer and value creation.

Haspeslagh's research was conducted between 1985 and 1989 in three phases. First a

detailed investigation was made of a structured sample of acquisitions in three companies in the

broadly defined chemical sector: ICI, British Petroleum, and "Unichem", an American firm. A

matched sample was identified of highly successful and unsuccessful acquisitions in each of three

categories: acquisitions within a core business, acquisitions extending a core business, and

unrelated ones. The resulting findings on how to manage acquisition decision making and how to

manage in different integration settings were tested and refined in a similar investigation of

acquisitions by a fourth company, the German BASF. In a third phase the analysis was extended

to acquisitions in other industries, with particular emphasis on the successes and failures of

'strategic assemblers' such as the Swedish Electrolux in white goods, the Finnish Valmet in paper

machinery, or the British Saatchi and Saatchi in advertising.

Their research is summarized in their recent book, Manqging Acquisitions: Creating Value

Throqgh Corporate Renewal, (New York: Free Press, 1991).



1 Even in 1988, at the height of the 'financial deal' wave, such deals represented only
30.5% ($1092 billion) of total acquisition activity in the US. At the same lime strategic
acquisitions were increasingly in the same or related businesses rather than unrelated ones.
Source: Morgan Stanley.

2See Jensen "Takeovers Folldore & Science" and Haspeslagh & Jemison Appendix B for a
summary of the research on acquisitions and perfomance.

3 See "Acquisitions: the Process Can be a Problem" J-IBR May-June 1986 for a discussion
of how problems in the acquisition decision making process can limit an acquisition's
potential.

4 ibid . See also Haspeslagh and and Jemison (1991) for a framework distinguishing the
requirements of different integration approaches.

5Penrose's (1959) seminar work first raised the conception of the firm as a combination of
capabilities embodied in an administrative framework. See Jemison (1988) for a
discussion of how capabilities contribute to a competitive advantage and how acquisitions
can add capabilities to a firm. See Prahalad and Hamel (1990) for an initial exposition of
the concept of core competencies.

6 Porter (1987) studied the acquisition and divestiture experience of 33 firms from 1950-
1986. He concluded that firms' diversification strategies had failed, based on whether
acquired units had been divested or shut down (failure) or kept in the firm (success). We
do not advocate the blind acquisition and then divestment of firms. Using the presence or
absence of divestment as a proxy for acquisition performance however fails to consider that
acquisitive firms might be divesting because the nature of the strategic renewal in which
they were involved necessitated both acquisition and divestment of capabilities and because
of the learning and evolution of the corporate strategy that takes place after an acquisition.
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